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Public value assessment on the re-invention of BBC Three online and related 

proposals 

 

Viacom International Media Networks UK & Ireland is the most successful international supplier of pay TV 

channels to the UK, with more than 20 owned and operated TV channels offering the very best in music, 

comedy, kids and general entertainment programming through its MTV, Comedy Central and 

Nickelodeon brands. Channel 5 became part of the Viacom family in September 2014.  

 

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to this consultation on the public value assessment on the re-

invention of BBC Three online and related proposals. Our overall assessment of the proposals is that they 

are ill-conceived as they do not deliver increased public value for licence-fee payers through saving of 

costs, or satisfying viewer demand. Further, it is our impression that the projected public value of these 

proposals does not outweigh the negative impact on the commercial sector, including other PSBs.  

 

As we have mentioned in previous correspondence with the Trust relating to the launch of the Radio 1 

iPlayer service, we have concerns regarding process, and the impression given by the BBC Executive 

that its plans are a ‘fait accompli’, prior to any oversight by the BBC Trust or by Ofcom. Since making the 

announcement to close the BBC Three linear service, the press has reported that the Controller of BBC 

Three has left
1
, a new manager for the online service has been appointed, and the BBC has started to 

Commission exclusive content to premier on iPlayer
2
. To this end, comments made by the BBC Trust’s 

Chair last year to the Culture Media and Sport Select Committee, where she noted that the PVT system 

was imperfect, were welcome.  

 

With regards to the specific proposals of interest to Viacom being considered by the Trust, our views are 

as follows:  

 

 

Closure of BBC Three as a linear channel 

According to the BBC Executive the proposed closure of the BBC Three linear service is a result of 

financial necessity, as opposed to desirable corporate strategy. Under pressure from both the current 

freeze in the licence fee and increased obligations they state that, “the continued salami-slicing of existing 

TV programme budgets is not a feasible option”
3
.  

                                                           
1
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/latestnews/2014/zai-bennett 

2
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/latestnews/2015/iplayer-exclusive-programming-2015  

3
 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/service_changes/bbc_three_application.pdf 
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However, the proposals submitted also state that, “in the first year of the new service roughly 80% of BBC 

Three’s content budget will be used to continue to commission long-form programming, an area in which 

BBC Three already excels. The remaining 20% of the budget will be devoted to new form digital native 

content”
4
. Thus, the proposals appear to be cost-neutral, not cost-saving. We therefore fail to see the 

public value of this proposal move. 

 

In addition to our questions over public value, we have specific concerns about how the budget for BBC 

Three will be used to create content that will be used on the Radio 1 iPlayer channel, thus artificially 

increasing the Radio 1 budget. The BBC Three linear channel already shows live music events, as does 

the Radio 1 iPlayer channel. The likely increased cross-promotion between the services will likely have a 

detrimental impact on commercial music services. We will be making Ofcom aware of these concerns.  

 

 

Launching of BBC One +1 service 

We caution against using any spectrum or EPG position that becomes free, were the BBC Three Linear 

service to be closed, without a strong and substantiated reason for doing so. Viewers already have an 

opportunity to catch-up on BBC One content via the iPlayer, the most popular TV catch-up service
5
. As 

the BBC Executive argues in its application to the Trust that viewing is migrating online, it seems odd to 

be proposing the launch of a linear service. We do not feel there is presently a valid public value case for 

the launch of a BBC One +1 service. 

 

We have particular concern with regards to the negative impact the new channel might have on viewing 

to other PSB channels. BBC One is by far the most popular channel in the country, with over 21% share 

of viewing, so it is likely to have a bigger impact on competing channels than the existing plus one 

services of the other PSB channels (ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5). It will also affect the underlying 

ecology that allows a range of public service channels to flourish. For example, the scheduling of news 

programmes at 10pm by the two most popular channels, BBC One and ITV, provides a scheduling 

window for the smaller PSB channels, such as Channel 5 and Channel 4, to satisfy demand for high 

quality entertainment content. A BBC One +1 service will offer little viewer benefit, but it could restrict the 

scheduling options and hurt the revenues of other public service broadcasters, which would not be in the 

public interest.  

 

 

Adding two additional hours per day of CBBC, from 7-9pm 

The extension of the CBBC service by two hours, to show repeats, is afforded little detailed justification in 

the submission of the BBC Executive to the Trust. The Communications Chambers market impact 

assessment suggests the proposal is likely to create an increase in share of viewing of just 0.03%, and 

further the qualitative research by Pabas shows that parents have mixed views, including concerns that it 

will create difficulty for parents at bedtime.  

 

Based on the BBC’s own research therefore, we struggle to understand the public benefit of this proposal. 

We appreciate that the spectrum freed up by the proposed closure of the BBC Three linear service could 

be used in this way, but that does not seem sufficient argument of its own.  

 

  

                                                           
4
 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/service_changes/bbc_three_application.pdf  

5
 Communications Market Report: 2014, Ofcom, p.201-204 
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Conclusions 

In summary it is our view that whilst the BBC Executive has sought to present this proposal in the public 

interest, we are sceptical of the real public value that will be created. The cost savings are not obvious, 

there is limited viewer demand for these changes, and it could damage the strategies of other PSBs.  

 

We appreciate that some of our comments are the result of negative market impact. We are currently 

modelling the market impact on our group of channels and will be feeding into Ofcom’s Market Impact 

Assessment. 

 

 

 

To discuss any of the issues raised in this response further please contact:  

 

Mitchell Simmons 

Director, Government Relations Europe 

 

E: mitchell.simmons@viacom.com   

T: +44 (0) 20 3580 2680 

 

17-29 Hawley Crescent 

London 

NW1 8TT 

 

 


